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Key Takeaways
IBM Security Services, Trustwave, Alert Logic, 
And Secureworks Lead The Pack
forrester’s research uncovered a market in which 
iBM security services, Trustwave, alert Logic, 
and secureworks are Leaders; accenture, ey, 
aT&T Cybersecurity, Optiv, Wipro, and deloitte 
are strong Performers; CenturyLink, elevenPaths, 
nTT, and Capgemini are Contenders; and 
Cognizant is a Challenger.

Native cloud Support, Automation, And 
remediation Are Key Differentiators
as legacy approaches to managed security 
services become outdated and less effective, 
improved action-oriented services will dictate 
which providers will lead the pack. vendors that 
can provide native cloud support, automation, and 
remediation position themselves to successfully 
deliver action- and resolution-driven services on 
all types of infrastructure to their customers.

Why read This report
in our 26-criterion evaluation of global managed 
security services providers (MssPs), we 
identified the 15 most significant ones — 
accenture, alert Logic, aT&T Cybersecurity, 
Capgemini, CenturyLink, Cognizant, deloitte, 
elevenPaths, ey, iBM security services, nTT, 
Optiv, secureworks, Trustwave, and Wipro — and 
researched, analyzed, and scored them. This 
report shows how each provider measures up 
and helps security and risk professionals select 
the right one for their needs.
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Cloud, automation, and remediation drive The MssP Market now

in “The forrester Wave™: Global Managed security services Providers (MssPs), Q3 2018” forrester 
report, we introduced the concept of MssPs as “alert factories.” in this model, raw logs came in, 
alerts went out, and MssPs overall felt great about it. Our analysis called for action-oriented MssPs 
that build services around the ability to resolve incidents rather than simply finding and alerting on 
incidents. MssPs have attempted to solve the alert-factory problem by adopting the philosophy that 
any problem that exists can be solved by managed detection and response (Mdr). This “Mdr-will-
save-the-world” mindset pervades MssPs now, and legacy services suffer as a result. automation and 
remediation capabilities exist, often paywalled behind a newer — and more expensive — Mdr offering. 
for clients, this means that improving services requires adopting an entirely new paradigm to achieve 
the benefits promised all along.

as a result of these trends, customers of global MssPs should look for providers that:

 › can support any type of deployment model. The ability to natively support cloud log data of any 
type is still woefully behind in the MssP world. MssPs try to answer this problem by supporting 
cloud access security broker logs (CasBs) and, at best in most cases, CloudTrail log data. MssPs 
still fail to understand that just because it runs in or comes from a cloud, that doesn’t mean that 
they support cloud. Look for vendors that understand aPis, provide solutions to the problem of 
data siloes, and work with saas, iaas, and Paas vendors of all types.

 › Will automate actions for their customers, not just themselves. Most MssPs have now either 
partnered with an automation vendor of some kind or built a homegrown solution, and they 
discuss the importance of configurable playbooks. Closer examination, however, reveals that 
most of the automation steps accelerate processes for the MssP, not their clients. While this still 
benefits the end customer, retrieving artifacts to accelerate incidents is something that helps the 
MssP gain efficiency — and margin — and doesn’t always translate to customer benefits. Look 
for MssPs that want to accelerate your processes to create efficiency where it matters most — in 
your security program.

 › offer remediation support across multiple platforms. Customers found little value in Mss when 
all MssPs did was offer templatized tickets with generic recommendations. Most MssPs now 
offer remediation options — even those behind the premium Mdr paywall — that operate as if 
every breach starts with a phishing email: The user clicks, malware gets installed, attackers move 
laterally, and data gets exfiltrated. and yes, that happens, but not in every instance. MssPs’ failure 
to address issues with cloud leaves them drawing a blank when it comes to investigating and 
remediating cloud-based and applications incidents. Look for vendors that prove they can analyze, 
investigate, and remediate cloud and application incidents, as well as data breaches circa 2013.

https://www.forrester.com/report/The+Forrester+Wave+Global+Managed+Security+Services+Providers+MSSPs+Q3+2018/-/E-RES141654
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evaluation summary

The forrester Wave™ evaluation highlights Leaders, strong Performers, Contenders, and Challengers. 
it’s an assessment of the top vendors in the market and does not represent the entire vendor 
landscape. you’ll find more information about this market in our “now Tech: Global and emerging 
Managed security services Providers, Q2 2020.”

We intend this evaluation to be a starting point only and encourage clients to view product evaluations 
and adapt criteria weightings using the excel-based vendor comparison tool (see figure 1 and see 
figure 2). Click the link at the beginning of this report on forrester.com to download the tool.

https://www.forrester.com/report/Now+Tech+Global+And+Emerging+Managed+Security+Services+Providers+Q2+2020/-/E-RES157550
https://www.forrester.com/report/Now+Tech+Global+And+Emerging+Managed+Security+Services+Providers+Q2+2020/-/E-RES157550
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FIGUre 1 forrester Wave™: Global Managed security services Providers, Q3 2020
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FIGUre 2 forrester Wave™: Global Managed security services Providers scorecard, Q3 2020
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All scores are based on a scale of 0 (weak) to 5 (strong).
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FIGUre 2 forrester Wave™: Global Managed security services Providers scorecard, Q3 2020 (Cont.)
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vendor Offerings

forrester included 15 vendors in this assessment: accenture, alert Logic, aT&T Cybersecurity, 
Capgemini, CenturyLink, Cognizant, deloitte, elevenPaths, ey, iBM security services, nTT, Optiv, 
secureworks, Trustwave, and Wipro.

vendor Profiles

Our analysis uncovered the following strengths and weaknesses of individual vendors.

Leaders

 › IBM Security Services integrates more of the IBM portfolio successfully. iBM is a big company, 
and it seems that way to its customers. iBM security services now uses a bigger set than ever 
of the iBM portfolio, and it’s leading to success. iBM security services analysts can now take 
advantage of Watson advisor to help accelerate incidents, and automation via the resilient 
platform is available as well.

iBM’s portfolio of intellectual property now directly benefits its Mss clients, something mentioned 
as a strength by client references. However, some downsides do exist. Customer references 
mentioned multiple user interfaces to work with the service, something we also noted during the 
demonstration. Companies with a sizable iBM stack of technologies, or those that want a company 
that owns an iP library that includes sieM and sOar without partners involved, should check out 
iBM security services.

 › Trustwave product leadership uses Singtel’s capital to leap forward. Trustwave benefits from 
a recent reorganization that allows focus on its core Mss business and shifts the compliance-
focused services to a separate division. a multiyear plan to integrate spiderLabs consulting and 
research efforts resulted in success. in addition, Trustwave understood that forcing clients to send 
logs was not the future of Mss; instead, it needs to get data no matter where the data is.

Overall, Trustwave is differentiated in its ability to present actionable information in alerts and 
its ability to work across various types of cloud infrastructure. Client references echoed these 
strongpoints. references mentioned that remediation support required additional services and 
wasn’t as thorough as they would’ve liked. Trustwave has been in the MssP world for quite a while, 
so most security leaders know about the firm. for those that evaluated Trustwave in the past, given 
its transformation efforts, it’s worth giving the vendor another look.

 › Alert Logic keeps running circles around competitors in the cloud. in 2012, when alert Logic 
was great at cloud and other MssPs struggled, competitors had a bit of an excuse, but it’s 2020, 
and they still haven’t caught up. alert Logic hasn’t rested on its laurels either. innovation and 
acquisitions improved its analytics efforts, improving automation is a focus area for alert Logic, and 
being cloud savvy naturally leads to deployment flexibility.
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strengths include rapid deployment, ease of setup, and consumption pricing, which client 
references mentioned as key considerations. automation came up as an area that needs real 
improvement. Cloud-heavy organizations, or organizations with an MssP struggling in the cloud, 
should consider adding alert Logic to their security services provider mix.

 › Secureworks’ history of strong MSS keeps it out in front. secureworks still represents one of 
the better MssPs available for most use cases, but some of that is the result of prior decisions 
more than present ones. secureworks relied on its Counter Threat unit as a differentiator, and the 
group is still stellar; however, other MssPs have made substantial investments to close the gap. 
secureworks’ go-to-market remains polished and improves with the introduction of the maturity 
model it uses with prospects and clients.

secureworks’ strengths include threat intelligence research and system criticality in alert context, 
which client references mentioned. Cloud platform and aPi support is a clear weakness, and client 
references mentioned slow technology integrations. secureworks remains a strong choice for 
enterprise and midmarket clients but works best in primarily on-premises environments.

Strong Performers

 › Accenture adapts its service delivery model based on client needs. Heavy customization is 
anathema to economy-of-scale businesses, but accenture doesn’t fear adaptable and flexible 
solutions for clients. accenture has also become one of the most acquisitive Mss vendors in this 
forrester Wave, with one of the most recent being the purchase of symantec’s Managed security 
services arm from Broadcom.

accenture client references stressed the firm’s flexibility and willingness to customize as strengths. 
Client references noted that flexibility does come with a price as it was one of the more common 
complaints. They also noted that delivery complexity could be a problem. firms that don’t mind 
paying a bit more for a global provider willing to tailor the service delivery model to your exact 
standards should consider accenture.

 › eY fuses professional and managed security in a complete offering. ey’s experience as a 
security services provider isn’t new, but its overall commitment to adding Mss services to its 
portfolio is recent in comparison. The technical expertise blends well with its polish and experience 
when working with security leaders, allowing the vendor to create a tailored approach based on 
client needs.

Client references noted adaptability and quick reaction times when serious incidents occur as 
areas of strength for ey. They mentioned a limited portfolio of managed security services and 
clients “outgrowing” the service as weaknesses. ey adheres to a fairly specific focus in terms of 
its client base, so larger global enterprises that don’t mind paying a premium and are looking for a 
tailored solution, backed by strong consulting expertise, should look to ey.
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 › AT&T cybersecurity bought AlienVault and wrapped services around it right away. The 
acquisition proved beneficial immediately as alienvault technology allowed aT&T Cybersecurity to 
buy sieM, security automation, and threat intel capabilities to deliver its managed security service. 
The core telecom business also feeds into its managed security services portfolio with managed 
and monitored network devices that are a key part of aT&T’s solution set.

Client references mentioned the ownership of alienvault’s intellectual property with Mss delivery 
coupled tightly together as something of immense value to them. They also felt the service 
was easy to deploy. for all the benefits the acquisition brought, client references did note 
that alienvault product issues also became aT&T Cybersecurity services issues. for example, 
references mentioned that alienvault struggles with vulnerability and asset details that aT&T’s 
service delivery efforts need to overcome. Midsize and enterprise organizations that want a 
traditional sieM and prefer MssPs that own iP, versus those that partner, should put aT&T 
Cybersecurity on their shortlist.

 › optiv brings strong technology skills to its MSS portfolio. Optiv doesn’t hide that its value-
added reseller business, which includes deployment and integration work, helps when it comes 
to Mss. Optiv has the ability to architect, implement, and support technology and services at a 
price point hard to match. enhancement in its user experience have also helped Optiv meet client 
expectations for interactions.

Client references mentioned accelerated deployment time frames and quick support of new 
technologies as strengths. They noted occasional service inconsistencies and a forced portal 
migration as weaknesses. for organizations that want a vendor that can install, tune, and operate 
technology on a recurring basis, and that also offers a growing set of Mss capabilities, Optiv is a 
great choice.

 › Wipro reaps the reward of substantial innovation and MSS transformation. With a preexisting 
commitment to partnerships from its standard businesses, Wipro uses its research and design 
investments to make strategic investments that also get folded into its Mss delivery model. This 
allowed the vendor to accelerate automation and remediation efforts. Wipro made substantial 
improvements in portals and platforms used to Mss clients.

Client references mentioned how Wipro packaged security solutions to clients as strengths, with 
a willingness to bundle that brought flexibility for purchasing. Weaknesses include that Wipro was 
too focused on sales and that resource turnover was high. Companies looking for a provider that 
recently transformed its approach and adopts new technologies quickly in its Mss delivery model 
should consider Wipro.

 › Deloitte uses its size and credibility to build its MSS business. in overall services revenue, 
deloitte dwarfs its common competitors, which gives it deep pockets to build its portfolio. That has 
allowed deloitte to grow the size, scale, and footprint of its Mss delivery capabilities rapidly, which 
is resulting in success. However, deloitte has joined other providers in its pursuit of Mdr over 
legacy Mss services.
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international scale and strategic vision were strengths client references mentioned about deloitte 
specific to its Mss practice. However, clients noted that device management and support was 
inconsistent, and felt attrition in the Mss delivery teams was higher than they expected. Global 
companies that prioritize polish and senior executive credibility should evaluate deloitte.

contenders

 › centuryLink and Level 3 coming together has not resulted in better MSS. When CenturyLink 
and Level 3 combined in 2017, initial results indicated that the professional services and threat intel 
from Level 3 would enhance the Mss offering of CenturyLink. as of 2020, that isn’t happening. 
What was once a homegrown, interesting architectural approach has become a homogenized 
view of services, with an overreliance on partners to do the heavy lifting of log aggregation, cloud 
support, and some analytics.

strengths confirmed by client references included MssP integration with telecom services and 
quick alerts. Weaknesses included inconsistency in support quality and receiving too many 
redundant alerts for the same event. CenturyLink makes sense for organizations looking to blend 
telecom services with their MssP.

 › elevenPaths brings a tactical and unremarkable set of services to market.1 elevenPaths, the 
managed security services portion of Telefónica, is unique in its geographic presence in Central 
and south america. its growth there has also propelled its market growth globally. The competition 
is stronger in the north american and european markets, however, and, as of now, elevenPaths 
struggles to keep up.

Client references mentioned strong market presence and knowledge of security tools as 
strengths. references noted that the overall service is very tactical and doesn’t integrate well 
with internal processes as weaknesses. for firms with significant business interests in south and 
Central america, or ones that want to work with an up-and-coming MssP, elevenPaths should 
interest them.

 › NTT restructures into a provider that is less than the sum of its parts. in 2016, nTT Corporation 
brought together businesses dimension data, solutionary, and several internal platforms to form 
nTT security.2 By 2019, another restructuring and reorganization took place, carving out these 
businesses and more to form nTT.3 Whatever the internal reasons for the shuffling, the turbulence 
has weakened the overall Mss offering.

Client references noted on-premises log collection and correlation capabilities as strengths of the 
services. reference customers also noted the firm makes changes too fast and attempts to sell 
features that are not fully built. for organizations looking for a large multinational telco provider that 
also brings systems integration work to the mix, it makes sense to evaluate nTT.
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 › capgemini hopes its legacy of IT services will lead to success in security. With the acquisition 
of Leidos in 2019, Capgemini acquired a company with a history of deep cybersecurity expertise, 
albeit one that lacked global scale. as a matchup, the acquisition should certainly improve the 
skillsets and expertise delivered via Capgemini services.

Capgemini could not perform a live portal demonstration of any of its promised capabilities during 
the research for this evaluation. Only one client reference responded to outreach. Organizations 
that want a vendor with strong technology roots, with an environment where tying iT service 
delivery to security service delivery matters, should assess Capgemini.

challengers

 › cognizant builds out MSS capabilities to complement its IT services. unfortunately, the firm’s 
recent brush with ransomware resulted in financial losses.4 it also disrupted the firm’s ability to 
present and demonstrate Mss capabilities. Cognizant has added cyber range capabilities to its 
Mss portfolio and does appear committed to pursuing growth in the market.

Client references identified weekly huddles, where the status of ongoing security projects is 
discussed, as a strength, while solution flexibility and limited alert relevance were listed as 
weaknesses. Cognizant’s ability to offer on-premises log collection appears to meet market 
expectations, according to reference customers. Weaknesses include a dated approach to 
customer experience. Cognizant makes sense as an MssP for organizations with an existing 
relationship that can take advantage of pricing and contractual discounts.

evaluation Overview

We evaluated vendors against 26 criteria, which we grouped into three high-level categories:

 › current offering. each vendor’s position on the vertical axis of the forrester Wave graphic 
indicates the strength of its current offering. Key criteria for these solutions include event 
analysis and correlation: network, endpoint, and application; solution usability; event collection 
and environment integrations; business and technical value; analytics and automation; incident 
management process; and reporting capabilities.

 › Strategy. Placement on the horizontal axis indicates the strength of the vendors’ strategies. We 
evaluated service provider roadmap; user experience roadmap; go-to-market approach; talent 
management; delivery model strategy; research, development, and innovation management; and 
partnerships and alliances.

 › Market presence. represented by the size of the markers on the graphic, our market presence 
scores reflect each vendor’s number of clients and overall service revenue.
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Vendor Inclusion criteria

forrester included 15 vendors in the assessment: accenture, alert Logic, aT&T Cybersecurity, 
Capgemini, CenturyLink, Cognizant, deloitte, elevenPaths, ey, iBM security services, nTT, Optiv, 
secureworks, Trustwave, and Wipro. each of these vendors has:

 › At least $100 million in managed security services revenue on an annual basis. each 
participant has a large, globally available business offering a combination of managed and 
monitored security services.

 › At least 300 managed security services clients. each participant has a large base of clients 
headquartered in north america, europe, and asia Pacific.

 › Minimum of 100 dedicated security operations center personnel. each participant has a 
minimum of 100 staff members providing services in a multitenant customer support model.

 › Mindshare with Forrester clients. forrester clients often discuss the participating vendors during 
inquiries and interviews. alternatively, the participating vendor may, in forrester’s judgment, have 
warranted inclusion because of technical capabilities and market presence.
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supplemental Material

online resource

We publish all our forrester Wave scores and weightings in an excel file that provides detailed product 
evaluations and customizable rankings; download this tool by clicking the link at the beginning of this 
report on forrester.com. We intend these scores and default weightings to serve only as a starting 
point and encourage readers to adapt the weightings to fit their individual needs.

The Forrester Wave Methodology

a forrester Wave is a guide for buyers considering their purchasing options in a technology 
marketplace. To offer an equitable process for all participants, forrester follows The forrester Wave™ 
Methodology Guide to evaluate participating vendors.

in our review, we conduct primary research to develop a list of vendors to consider for the evaluation. 
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from that initial pool of vendors, we narrow our final list based on the inclusion criteria. We then gather 
details of product and strategy through a detailed questionnaire, demos/briefings, and customer 
reference surveys/interviews. We use those inputs, along with the analyst’s experience and expertise in 
the marketplace, to score vendors, using a relative rating system that compares each vendor against 
the others in the evaluation.

We include the forrester Wave publishing date (quarter and year) clearly in the title of each forrester 
Wave report. We evaluated the vendors participating in this forrester Wave using materials they 
provided to us by May 15, 2020 and did not allow additional information after that point. We encourage 
readers to evaluate how the market and vendor offerings change over time.

in accordance with The forrester Wave™ vendor review Policy, forrester asks vendors to review our 
findings prior to publishing to check for accuracy. vendors marked as nonparticipating vendors in the 
forrester Wave graphic met our defined inclusion criteria but declined to participate in or contributed 
only partially to the evaluation. We score these vendors in accordance with The forrester Wave™ and 
The forrester new Wave™ nonparticipating and incomplete Participation vendor Policy and publish 
their positioning along with those of the participating vendors.

Integrity Policy

We conduct all our research, including forrester Wave evaluations, in accordance with the integrity 
Policy posted on our website.

endnotes
1 a Telefónica Cybersecurity Company.

2 source: “formation of ‘nTT security’, a specialized security Company,” Pr newswire press release, June 6, 2016 
(https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/formation-of-ntt-security-a-specialized-security-company-581938921.
html).

3 source: “dimension data americas, nTT america and nTT security Become nTT,” Pr newswire press release, 
October 1, 2019 (https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/dimension-data-americas-ntt-america-and-ntt-security-
become-ntt-300928057.html).

4 source: Phil Muncaster, “Cognizant: ransomware Costs Could reach $70m,” infosecurity Magazine, May 11, 2020 
(https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/cognizant-ransomware-costs-could/).
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